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Your pregnancy story is a special one. Document your most precious moments from this
season of life in this elegant keepsake journal and memory book. Growing You is a place to
celebrate and chronicle your pregnancy journey, reflecting on the growth, anticipation, and
memories that you want to hold onto as a mother. This heirloom-quality book, created by the
author of the popular baby book As You Grow, is designed with a timeless look and archival
paper so that you can one day pass it along to your child. Growing You includes: • Space to
journal your feelings and experiences about pregnancy and your birth story • A section to
document your prenatal appointments and growth • Writing prompts to record precious
milestones such as baby showers and prepping your nursery • Pages to document your baby's
birth day • Pocket folder for sonogram photos, letters from loved ones, and other mementos •
And more! Special Features: • Chic, gender-neutral design • Elegant linen cover • Acid-free
and archival paper • Generous trim size offers ample space for photos • Lay-flat design
created by a beautiful gold spiral binding allows you to easily write in the book
Celebrate the ups and downs of your pregnancy with this interactive journal, which invites you
to record in detail this most extraordinary period of your life. With annotated prompts for you to
fill in for each week of your pregnancy, storage wallets and sealable envelopes for keeping
precious momentos, and photo spaces for you to capture the changing shape of your body,
this journal will be a life-long keepsake of all your special memories. Each chapter offers
guidance on what to expect, notes on your baby's development during each trimester, and
reminders on what you need to be planning, thinking about and preparing for. Whether you are
a first-time mother or want to commemorate a new addition to the family, Alison Mackonochie
(author of the award-winning Emma's Diary) ensures that you will be comfortable every step of
the way.
This Pregnancy Planner journal is the perfect planner for expecting moms. Record all your
activities from doctor appointments, daily nutrition, to jotting down notes to the baby. This book
will help you organize every aspect of your pregnancy. Features: birth plan, prenatal visits,
meal planner, bump to baby- weekly prompts and more.
This classic contains the latest medical information on both mom's health and baby's
development. This best-selling journal is packed with daily entries that feature tips, advice, and
plenty of room for personal reflection. This one-of-a-kind journal is the ultimate resource for
today's expecting mother.
Being a great first-time dad doesn't mean being perfect. It means having the tools you need to
be a supportive partner during and after pregnancy--which is exactly what We're Pregnant! The
First-Time Dad's Pregnancy Handbook is all about. From heartburn and headaches to birth
and breastfeeding, We're Pregnant! features practical, action-oriented pregnancy advice from
the author of the Dad or Alive blog, Adrian Kulp, a (once clueless) dad who's been there and
done that--three times, in fact!
Bump to Birthday - a beautifully designed, colour illustrated, combined pregnancy and first year
baby journal - will inspire any parent-to-be to capture the unique story of the journey of
pregnancy and baby's precious first year.

It's about my baby and me, is a memory book to capture every moments of your
baby's first year, it's an elegant baby book to record your baby's journey from
Bump to Birthday, the book includes beautiful 90 pages with 8x10 inches to
record the precious moments of your baby's first year like: Baby's Birth
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Information, Favorite pictures, Month's photo of baby's 1st year.In addition there
are special space for your ultrasound photos, your pregnancy photos. This baby
book is the best gift to new mum, new baby and baby sh
Record the beautiful different stages of your pregnancy with our beautiful
Pregnancy Journal. The pre-printed pages make it simple to create lasting
memories of your baby's journey to birth. Track every stage of your pregnancy,
such as your first visit to the doctor, various food cravings, and the first time your
baby kicks, all the way up to the big arrival. Our Pregnancy Journal includes
multiple photo pages that show your transition over your pregnancy, a page to jot
down baby names and ideas, a checklist for when its time to go to the hospital
plus over 40 pages for journaling as much as you want to. This journal is the
perfect way for any mommy-to-be to remember every step of the adventure. This
keepsake journal makes a big impression with family, friends, and co-workers.
This keepsake journal makes an excellent baby shower gift or as a gift for new
parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles or other loved ones. Large 8.5" X 11"
journal, leaves enough space to write as much as you want.
Capture every first with a simple baby journal for first-time moms Build a
keepsake of your newborn's first days, first smile, and every other memorable
moment with a stylish, uncomplicated baby journal that busy moms can actually
find the time to use. Contemporary, everlasting, and easy to keep up with, the
First-Time Mom's Baby Journal will help you track all your baby's important
milestones, along with details like favorite toys, feeding schedules, and baby's
birth story. First-Time Mom's Baby Journal offers: Thoughts and
feelings--Touching quotes, places for photos, and brief writing prompts will help
new moms make sense of the trials and triumphs of parenthood. Just for the two
of you--The design is gender-neutral and doesn't mention a traditional partner,
making it the perfect treasure for every mom and baby. A gift for later--When this
book is full, keep it for yourself, or pass it on to your child when they are older.
Record all the most precious moments with a baby journal for busy modern
moms.
This journal allows expectant moms to document their pregnancy. Having a baby
is one of the most wonderful things that can happen to you. This journal will help
you monitor your pregnancy and create memories that you can give to your baby
when he or she is all grown up. You can document your thoughts, feelings,
moods, and cravings.Birth Plan40-Week Pregnancy JourneyDoctor & Prenatal
Appointment TrackersBaby Shower MemoriesFetal Movement TrackerBaby
Shopping ListWeight TrackerHealthy Food IdeasFirst, Second & Third Trimester
HighlightsBaby Bump Photo Layouts100 Pages / Dimensions: 8.5" x 11"
Budding dreams. Hopeful hearts. Growing anticipation for the life of your little
one. Capture all of your thoughts and feelings in this elegant pregnancy journal.
Waiting for You offers reflective prompts that invite you to record milestones and
memories--from hearing heartbeats and creating birth plans to choosing
nicknames and noticing food cravings. With a classic, genderneutral design and
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sweet quotes throughout, Waiting for You is a special place to hold on to
beautiful moments forever. Features a hardcover with ribbon marker and
bellyband.
Baby Books First Year Memory Book: Baby Journal and Baby Memory Book for
Boys and Girls Baby Shower Gift Baby Keepsake Book Baby Milestone Book
Cherish those first big moments with your newborn baby! With this book, you can
always return to see your child's precious memories! Here are a few reasons why
the Baby Memory Book would make an excellent part of your collection: - Keep
track of every milestone: Room for every important moment with placeholders for
every important photo. - Parents and family tree: Tell your child a little about
yourself and their ancestors. - Celebrate their arrival: Remember the joy of
seeing them for the first time with a photo, hand print, foot print, or current event.
- Their first holiday memory: There's a page for every major holiday so you can
always return to the moment. - Birthdays and vacations: A page to remember
every month of their first year, birthdays and vacations! It's an important piece of
childhood that everyone needs!
Few experiences are more magical than creating a new life and watching it grow in your body.
Pregnancy is also a time of many physical and emotional transformations. A pregnant woman's
life can be very exciting, disturbing and powerful. After pregnancy, nothing is ever the same.
Celebrate and commemorate this special time before your baby is born by keeping a journal.
We created our Pregnancy Journal to be: VERSATILE AND PERSONAL: A pregnancy journal
is a place to collect your thoughts, feelings and experiences during pregnancy. Record the
moments that take your breath away: the first kick, listening to your child's heartbeat or finding
out the baby's gender! It will also serve as your checklist for things you have to prepare before
the baby comes out. The best part? This planner becomes a memory book to look back on
long after your "baby" is grown. It's the perfect journal to capture your pregnancy journey and a
place to record your bump and scan photos. USEFUL & CONVENIENT - Keeping a diary while
you're expecting can also assist you in focusing on the pregnancy. Putting pen to paper after
meticulously collecting your thoughts is extremely rewarding during pregnancy. The best part
about it is that you will always have a personal record of your pregnancy that you can later gift
to your kids as well.Simple and easy to use, the pages are ready and waiting to be filled. It
contains: 80 pages for 40 weeks (2 page/week)Extra pages:1 name page1 journal page1 baby
name ideas page4 to do list2 Things I have to prepare A NOTEBOOK BUILT TO LAST- We
want your journal to last a long time so you can always look back on your previous entries
without the worry that it will fall apart. The sturdy cover is made of tough paperback with
strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few months of use.
A perfect keepsake that you can always look back into when your baby is all grown up. WELLCRAFTED INTERIOR- We only used thick, white paper to avoid ink bleed-through. The
columns are clearly marked to make it easy to fill out and to cross reference. PERFECT SIZEWith its 20.3 x 24.4 cm (8" x 11") dimensions, almost the same width as A4 but shorter in
height, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect size- easy to carry! COOL
COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get inspired
by our collection of truly creative book covers. We stand for quality and aim to provide the best
writing experience with our notebooks. Use our Pregnancy Journal to write down your
thoughts. By writing in a diary, you can get rid of all your negative thoughts during your
pregnancy and focus on creating memories that you will cherish forever. Get a copy now!
Your pregnancy story is a special one. Document your most precious moments from this
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season of life in this pregnancy journal and memory book. Chronicle every meaningful
milestone and memory as you prepare for the arrival of your baby. What do you get? - -"This
Pregnancy Journal Belongs to" page - -First-time experiences - -First Ultrasound -Appointments - -Pregnancy Journal pages from Week 1 to Week 40 - -Baby Shower Invitation
- -Almost time - -My Labor - -Notes Write your pregnancy story and create a baby memory
book with "I Feel You Grow" Pregnancy Journal.
? Pregnancy is so special. ? Every kick reminds an expecting mother of the miracle within her.
? Treasure the beautiful memories of your pregnancy with our Pregnancy Diary & Memory
Book for First Time Moms. Express your love for baby-to-be by journaling your thoughts,
writing your personal hopes and dreams, and by scrapbooking sonogram or belly bump photos
in this memory book. Your family will enjoy looking back on your musings and reminisce about
the beauty of your pregnancy for years to come. The workbook is packed with useful
worksheets to help first time parents organize and prepare for baby's arrival. Discuss potential
baby names, birthing plans, and nursery decor with your spouse. Record ideas in the
professionally designed pregnancy planner templates. Worksheets Include: Announcement
Memories Birth Plan Ideas Prenatal Appointment Tracker Shopping List Maternal Weight
Record Belly Bump, Sonogram or Ultrasound, & Baby Shower Scrapbook Pages Baby Shower
Gift Tracker Nursery Planner Baby Name Ideas Hospital Checklist Fetal Movement Tracker 40
Weekly Diary & Letters to Baby Templates Week-by-Week Baby Growth Reminders to Help
You Visualize How Big Baby is Getting Your body is creating life. It's a miracle worth
remembering! Build your own unique pregnancy keepsake. Preserve special memories that
you can share with family, friends, and especially with your grown children one day. Purchase
a copy for yourself or as the perfect pregnancy gift for a first time mom. Hurry while supplies
last! ? Get yours today! ?
This lovely pregnancy planner is great for those newly pregnant women and moms to be that
want to keep track of their pregnancy from beginning to end in one place. Chronicle every
meaningful milestone and memory as you prepare for the arrival of your baby. What do you
get? - -"This Pregnancy Journal Belongs to" page - -First-time experiences - -First Ultrasound -Appointments - -Pregnancy Journal pages from Week 1 to Week 40 - -Baby Shower Invitation
- -Almost time - -My Labor - -Notes Grab this adorable mom to be gift for someone excited
about having a keepsake of all of the details of their pregnancy. It would be great for birthdays,
as a Christmas gift or stocking stuffer, for Mother's Day or just because!
A 9-month journal by Amy K. 96 two-color pages w/concealed wire-o binding.
This sweet-as-can-be baby book offers dozens of creative ways to capture the milestones and
special memories from pregnancy through baby's first year: an envelope for ultrasound scans,
a spin-wheel to display baby's astrological sign, a gatefold family tree, space for photos, mini
envelopes to stash written notes, illustrated pop-ups, a pull-out growth chart to display in
baby's room, and more. Packaged in a compact album with a fabric spine and foil-stamped
cover, with whimsical color illustrations and thoughtful prompts throughout, this book is the
ultimate keepsake for new parents.
Pregnancy Journal and Scrapbook This blank journal allows expectant moms to document
their pregnancy. Having a baby is one of the most wonderful things that can happen to you.
This journal will help you monitor your pregnancy and create memories that you can give to
your baby when he or she is all grown up. You can document your thoughts, feelings, moods
and cravings. There are additional pages from when you first learned your were pregnant to
how you and the father met. Two additional pages so you can write a short letter to your
unborn baby. Section One: The journal pages in this section allow you to document the
feelings and memories on the day you found out you were expecting a baby. Who did you tell
first? Other pages in this section include; Letter To My Baby, About Mom, About Dad, Family
Tree, Page for your Ultrasound photo. Section Two: In this section you can document how you
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felt during your pregnancy trimester weeks, your mood, cravings and your thoughts. You can
add a photo of how your belly has changed as your baby grows. Section Three: Special
memories of your pregnancy. The blank pages give you space to tape or glue in a photo when
you were pregnant and write in a memory on the journal lines below the photo. Section Four:
Once your baby is born you can document the first moments of your baby's life, add photos
and your baby's footprint. Section Five: Autographs and Well-Wishes; Family and friends can
write in well-wishes, congratulations and other special notes. Order today and create a
keepsake book of the life growing inside of you!
Count your blessings and enrich your walk with the Lord in just 5 minutes a day, using this
elegant 100-day Christian gratitude journal. How you experience the world is based on so
many factors: where you live, how you spend your time, the people you surround yourself with,
and the things that happen to you along the way. With so many things demanding your
attention, it can be easy to fall victim to the hardships of the world. But when faced with those
hardships, you always have the option to choose hope over fear, positivity over pessimism,
and abundance over scarcity. This beautiful 100-day Christian gratitude journal provides a
page a day for simple reflections that help you see the good in your life. Guided prompts
encourage you to practice gratitude, spread kindness. Entries are short and sweet, making
them easy to complete at the end of each day as a form of self-care and thanksgiving.
Consider this journal to be a beautiful place to meditate on your days and be intentional about
your time and heart. By the end of 100 days, you will be able to able to look back on what
you’ve written and contemplate the ways you’ve grown during your time of using this journal.
More Than Gratitude include space for daily journaling about: • Gratitude • Kindness •
Forgiveness/Letting Go • Growth • Prayers • Daily Highlights Special features include: •
Beautifully designed journaling pages accented with hand-drawn artwork • Elegant cloth cover
with white foil and deboss • Acid-free and archival paper • Layflat design so you can easily
write in your journal
America's best-selling and best-loved guide to baby gear is back with an updated and revised
edition! Yes, a baby book that actually answers the big question about having a baby: How am
I going to afford all this? With the average cost of a baby topping $7400 for just the first year
alone, new parents need creative solutions and innovative ideas to navigate the consumer
maze that confronts all parents-to-be. Baby Bargains is the answer! Inside, you'll discover: *
BEST BET PICKS for cribs, car seats, strollers, high chairs, diapers and more! * CHEAT
SHEETS for your baby registry--create a baby registry in minutes with our good, better, best
ideas. * SEVEN THINGS no one tells you about baby gear, from nursery furniture to feeding
baby. * THE TRUTH ABOUT STROLLERS--and which brands work best in the real world. *
Dozens of SAFETY TIPS to keep baby safe and affordably baby proof your home. *
DETAILED CHARTS that compare brands of cribs, high chairs, car seats and more. This new
14th edition adds the latest tips and advice on getting bargains on baby gear, including:
Streamlined recommendations by parenting lifestyle, from a crib for space-challenged urban
parents to an affordable car seat for Grandma's car. New recommendations for baby feeding,
from baby food processors to storage ideas for homemade baby food. BUDGET-FRIENDLY
picks for dozens of items, from high chairs to infant car seats. Expanded coverage of new baby
gear items, like extra-large playpens, sleep soothers and more
Write (and remember) your first-time mommyhood story The first person you told. The first
weird craving you had. The first time you saw your baby. Becoming a mom is filled with firsts
that you're going to want to remember--and with this journal, you'll chronicle every meaningful
milestone and memory of your pregnancy. The First-Time Mom's Pregnancy Journal is your
trimester-by-trimester guide to capture everything from finding out you were pregnant to
holding your newborn. With writing prompts, checklists, activities and more, this book is a fun
and easy way for every new mama to create a lifelong keepsake of the joys of pregnancy and
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motherhood. The First-Time Mom's Pregnancy Journal includes: First-time mom
firsts--Remember the special moments of every month with questions to guide your journaling.
Plus, space for freestyle entries allows you to create your very own pregnancy journal prompts.
Handy guidance--Keep track of your prenatal appointments and stay organized with trimester
checklists--this pregnancy journal has you covered with all of the essential to-dos to get ready
for baby. Fun activities--Daydream about the nursery, brainstorm baby names, scrapbook
sonograms, and so much more. You only experience your first once--capture every moment
with The First-Time Mom's Pregnancy Journal.
This Baby Memory Book tracker is a perfect way to capture those precious memories of your
baby. Writing in this book will ensure that you never forget each and every special milestone
and moment of your baby. Each interior page has prompts and space to record the following:
Photo or Souvenir - A place to attach photos or a souvenir. Date - Write the date. Age - Record
how old your baby is on this date. Today's Memory - Blank lined space to document and
writing details of your baby's memory, your personal thoughts, etc. This album will make a
special family keepsake for years to come. Your baby will love to look back on it years later in
life. Great gift for new parents. Simple and easy to use. Size is 8.5x11 inches, 100 pages, soft
matte finish cover, white paper, black ink, paperback.
This pregnancy journal is a perfect way to capture all your thoughts, feelings & each and every
memory while you're on this journey. Each page is guided and has prompts that include: I'm
Pregnant - How I found out, my reaction, due date. My Birth Plan Ideas - Type of birth, who I
want to take part in the delivery room, what is most important to me. Pregnancy Tracker - 40
weeks tracker of how you're feeling. Appointment Tracker - Date, time address, purpose
(doctor, prenatal classes). Baby Shopping List - Checklist of all the baby items you'll need.
Weight Tracker - Track your weight weekly. Prenatal Visits Tracker - Blood pressure, weight,
baby's heart rate, summary of visit. First, Second & Third Trimester Photos - A place to put
your baby bump pics. First, Second & Third Trimester Journal Pages - How you felt, favorite
memories & moments, symptoms & cravings, energy, mood, sleep, to do list. My Baby Shower
- Place for photos, games played, on the menu, highlights & memories, Place for gifts, name
address & thank you sent. Nursery Planner - Color scheme, things to buy, furniture, decorative
ideas. Baby Name Ideas - Top 3 favorite girl & boy names & it's meanings, other possibilities.
Hospital Checklist - To pack your bag & take with you: for me, for partner, for baby. Pregnancy
Shopping List - Baby clothing, supplies, medication, furniture, toys. Fetal Movement Tracker Daily track your baby's movement. Week By Week Journal Pages - Weekly reflections, what I
want to remember most, what I'm most excited about, what I'm most nervous about, baby
bump photo to see how much your belly has grown. Week By Week Dear Baby Journal Pages
- What I want you to know. Ultrasound Photos - Photo, baby's length (inches long), weight,
bpd, due date, notes. This is the most exciting and best experience of your life, whether you're
a first time, new mom or this is not your first go around. You will want to write everything down
in this notebook to look back on and always remember carrying your little one. Use it every day
for writing your experiences. Also makes a great gift for moms. Keeping all your information in
one spot has never been so easy. Make your memories last forever. This pregnancy journal
will help you keep track of your own personal journey. Size is 8.5x11 inches, 104 pages, soft
matte finish cover, white paper, paperback. Get one today

My Pregnancy Journal: A Keepsake Book With Prompts You Can Record Your
Pregnancy Memories, Perfect Gift For Special Mom Expecting A Baby This pregnancy
planner / journal / diary is a perfect way to capture all your thoughts, feelings & each
and every memory while you're on this journey. Each page is guided and has prompts
that include: I'm Pregnant - How I found out, my reaction, due date. My Birth Plan Ideas
- Type of birth, who I want to take part in the delivery room, what is most important to
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me. Pregnancy Tracker - 40 weeks tracker of how you're feeling. Appointment Tracker Date, time address, purpose (doctor, prenatal classes). Baby Shopping List - Checklist
of all the baby items you'll need. Weight Tracker - Track your weight weekly. Prenatal
Visits Tracker - Blood pressure, weight, baby's heart rate, summary of visit. First,
Second & Third Trimester Photos - A place to put your baby bump pics. First, Second &
Third Trimester Journal Pages - How you felt, favorite memories & moments, symptoms
& cravings, energy, mood, sleep, to do list. My Baby Shower - Place for photos, games
played, on the menu, highlights & memories, Place for gifts, name address & thank you
sent. Nursery Planner - Color scheme, things to buy, furniture, decorative ideas. Baby
Name Ideas - Top 3 favorite girl & boy names & it's meanings, other possibilities.
Hospital Checklist - To pack your bag & take with you: for me, for partner, for baby.
Pregnancy Shopping List - Baby clothing, supplies, medication, furniture, toys. Fetal
Movement Tracker - Daily track your baby's movement. Week By Week Journal Pages
- Weekly reflections, what I want to remember most. what I'm most excited about, what
I'm most nervous about, baby bump photo to see how much your belly has grown.
Week By Week Dear Baby Journal Pages - What I want you to know. Ultrasound
Photos - Photo, baby's length (inches long), weight, bpd, due date, notes. This is the
most exciting and best experience of your life, whether you're a first time, new mom or
this is not your first go around. You will want to write everything down in this notebook
to look back on and always remember carrying your little one. Use it every day for
writing your experiences. Also makes a great gift for moms. Keeping all your
information in one spot has never been so easy. Make your memories last forever. This
pregnancy journal will help you keep track of your own personal journey. Size is 8.5x11
inches, 100 pages, soft matte finish cover, white paper, paperback. Get one today!
A modern take on a baby memory book and pregnancy journal is both a wonderful
sentimental keepsake and a useful record to have as you're going through your
pregnancy - a definite baby registry must-have and a perfect gift for an expecting
mother. Your pregnancy story is a special one! Document your most precious moments
from this season of life in this elegant keepsake journal and memory book. Includes:
First ultrasound details. Appointment calendar. Monthly and weekly health tracker.
Baby shopping list. Baby shower party invitations page & Guestlist. Letters to your
baby. Notepad. Product details: Exclusive edition Perfect size 8,5" x 11" Inches 117
premium pages bright white interior stock Perfect bound paperback Lightweight. Easy
to carry around Premium glossy-soft cover Made in the USA.
I created this pregnancy journal so expecting mamas could have a place to document
every stage of their pregnancy. When I was pregnant with my first, Payson, I was so
excited to start a pregnancy journal for her. When I got it I was disappointed in the
questions & the overwhelming space to have to fill in. I wanted to create a simple,
beautiful book that I'd want to display in my home & keep for my little ones so that they
could look back on it forever. This book is all the thoughts and feelings I've had
throughout my second pregnancy and it's everything I wish I had with my first. I hope
you love it, find inspiration in it, & celebrate your pregnancy long after you have your
sweet baby.-Mackenzie Lunt
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